Abstract. In this paper, the design of mooring system in transmission node of near shallow water observation network is studied, and through the static analysis of the equilibrium state of the mooring system, we establish the relationship between the components based on iterative method. Then we can establish the goal programming model according to the system performance and reliability requirements in order to get the optimal design parameters.
Introduction
The transmission nodes of near shallow water observation network are composed of buoy system, mooring system and underwater acoustic communication system, and mooring system is composed of a steel pipe, steel drums, heavy ball, welding anchor and special anti drag anchor. When the steel drums is vertical, acoustic communication equipment work best. If the drum tilts, the equipment working effect will be influenced. And the tilt angle (the angle between the steel drums and vertical lines) more than 5 degrees, equipment perform worst. Also because of the importance of buoys, it's necessary to analyze the distribution of the buoy system and optimize the design parameter of it.
Model preparation
2.1 Hypothesis.
1. The components of a mooring system are connected in an articulated manner, and the joints do not limit the freedom of movement of the components 2. Steel drums uniform mass distribution, gravity and centroid coincidence 3. The connecting points of each component are located at the center of the adjacent element surface 2.2 Variable assumptions. to sea level, we can break down the force at the joint into two components along the axis of the coordinate system [1] . Finally, according to the equilibrium condition, the force relation of the object can be expressed.
Model building

Analysis of each connector.
In order to determine the state of each part of the mooring system, first of all, the force of the connecting parts should be determine, so we need establish the equation of force equilibrium state of connections. Here we take the seabed plane as the x axis and parallel with the anchor chain as the y axis.
Mechanical equilibrium equation:
(1) Force analysis of buoy 
(2) Force analysis of steel pipe:
The connection between the different steel pipe is hinged, and the relationship is force and the reaction force between the steel pipe and the two sides of the connecting objects. For the first section of the steel pipe, The force is shown below: 
The same is true for the second steel tubes in the middle. 
(4) Force analysis of anchor chain: In actual use, the overall length of the chain is much larger than the length of a single link. In considering the overall force of the chain link, the mass distribution of the link is even, and the center of gravity is concentrated at 1/2 of the chain length. The anchor chain can be regarded as a quasi static model similar to the catenary model [2] .
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We define the inclination of the end chain of the anchor chain as the tangent direction at the link between the anchor end and the anchor. Through node analysis method above, we have established mechanical equilibrium equation of connecting piece. And given the wind speed, the length of the anchor chain, the depth of the sea water and the weight of the heavy ball, the position of the connections in the mooring system can be uniquely determined. In order to meet the restriction of mooring system at given sea water depth, the new constraint conditions are established with the vertical height of each connecting piece equal to the depth of sea water. The relationship is as follows:
In which, n represents the number of links in the chain. Finally, we need to determine the state of each link and take a single link as the object of study.
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Fig . 4 Single link of anchor chain ( 1) ( 1)
From the bottom end of the chain link with the anchor, and according to recurrence relation, we can solve the mooring system balance.
Example of using our model.
Here we select an actual system to solve a problem and verify the effectiveness of this model. The length of anchor chain is 22.05m, the number of link is 210, wind speed is 2m/s, the water depth is 18m, the weight of ball is 1200kg.
We mainly analyze the influence of wind speed on the main parameters of mooring system, we select the wind speed for 14m/s, 16m/s, 18m/s, 20m/s, 22m/s, 24m/s, in addition to solve the problem, the curve of the shape of the chain as shown below: Fig. 5 The shape of anchor chain This shows that the model can reflect the actual distribution of the anchor chain. It is also highly consistent with practice, and the model is more practical. Therefore, when we solve the equilibrium state of the system, it can ensure that the system is in good condition, also help us to determine the parameters of each part of the system.
